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Solvable and Nilpotent Structures
By

Akito TSUBOI*

§ 0. Introduction
In [6], we have proven that every non-Hj-categorical connected nilpotent
group of finite Morley rank has the center Z(G) with RM(Z(G))>2. If a
connected nilpoten group has a finite Morley rank, then it is easy to see that the
center is infinite. So the above result shows if G is non-Ki-categorical the
center has a rather complicated structure. The present paper is a natural continuation of [6]. In this paper we introduce the notion of *-nilpotency, and
prove aversions of results in [6]. (See Theorems 2.3, and 2.6.) Since our
setting is rather general, we can apply our results to <y-stable ring theory. (See
Corollary 2.5.)
§ 1. Preliminaries
The reader is supposed to have enough knowledge of stable model theory
and stable group theory. Especially we assume the reader is accustomed to
handling the independence relation in the sense of non-forking. Throughout
G is an co-stable structure including the group structure (G, •). We assume G
is sufficiently saturated. (This assumption is trivial, since we can extend G to
a model with a sufficiently large saturation.) If A is a subset of G, <^4)> denotes
the group generated by A. RM(p) is the Moley rank of a formula <p. A type
p^S(A) is called a generic type if it has the maximum rank among the types in
S(A) (i.e. RMCp)=max{RM(0): q^S(A)}). We assume RM(G) is finite. A
formula <p is said to be strongly minimal if RM(y>) = l and deg(9?)=l. We
say simply a type p is strongly regular if p is stationary and strongly regular.
It is well-known that an cy-stable theory is Hi-categorical if and only if it is
unidimensional. We use this fact freely.
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Our main tool is ZiFber's Indecomposability Theorem in [7]. It states that
if AiC.G(i e/) are indecomposable subsets containing 15 then the group <^g->g-e/
generated by ^4/s is definable and connected. The fact that the indecomposability is preserved by endomorphism is also important.
§ 2. Main Theorem
In this section, we introduce the notion of ^-solvability and *-nilpotency»
We proves Aversions of the results in [6]. First we need the following definitions:
Definition 2.1, Let x*y be a definable action on G. Moreover we assume
each a*x: G-*G (a^G) is an endomorphism of the group structure (G, •).
Then we say:
(1) A subfroup HdG is ^-normal if H is closed under all a*x (ae(j);
(2) A subgroup HdG is ^-central if each a*x (a^G) is identical on H;
(3) A subgroup H CG is ^-trivial if each a*x (a^H) is identical on H;
(4) G is ^-solvable if there is a descending sequence G=GQI3Gl1)"aI3Gn = il}
of subgroups of G with a*x=x(mod Gi+1) for all a, *e(jg.
(5) G is *-nilpotent if there is a descending sequence G=G0I3G1^)*-I3Gn =
{1} of subgroups of G with a*x=x (mod Gi+1) for all a^G, and *eG>
The following lemma is a generalization of ZiFber's theorem which guarantees the indecomposability of [X, H] for any indecomposable H. The proof of
Lemma 2.2 goes almost pararell with that of Zil'ber.
Lemma 2.2. Let E be a set of endomorphisms of G and H an indecomposable
subset of G. Then the group generated by :
C = {f(a)-a~l: f^Ef

atEH}

is indecomposable (connected).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for E= {/} . By way of a contradiction, suppose that Cis not indecomposable. Then there are a^'-^
and a definable group NdG such that

Suppose that n is chosen to be minimal. Let g e G be an arbitrary element.
Since f(g)-C'g-1=C9 we have
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Note that each g-N-g'1 is a definable group. Hence N0= fl ig-N- g"1:
is in fact a finite intersection of g« N- g~l5s. By intersecting all the right hand
sides of 0)^ (ge G), we have

for some d19 • • • , dn e C.
Again, by multiplying /(g) from the left and g from the left, we have

Since N0 is a normal subgroup of G, we have

cc/(g).rf 1 .g- 1 .jVoU-u
By the minimlity of n, for each i <G>, there isy<to such that

Thus each/XgJ-jc-g" 1 (g^G) acts trivially on the set {d^N^ •••, dn-N0}. Let
/(A) -A"1 be an arbitrary element of C. Choose ex so that d1=f(e^)-eTl. Then

The last line follows from the triviality of the action.
Hence C dd^Nq and so C is indecomposable.

Hence

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that G is an *-nilpotent group of finite Morley rank.
Then:
(1) G is ^^categorical; or
(2) There is a definable ^-central subgroup G* of G with RM(G*)>2
Proof. We can assume G is connected. First we work under the assumption that there are two mutually orthogonal strongly minimal types p and q. By
adding constants to the language we can assume/? and q are pure types. Choose
strongly minimal and indecomposable formulas d e= p and e e= q. Choose a EE d
and b^s arbitrarily and let N and H be the ^-normal closures of a~l'd and
ZrW respectively. More precisely, let:

N=
By the indecomposability theorem we know that N and # are definable. The
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orthogonality of p and q implies that N fl H is finite. We construct two sequences (Ni) of subgrous of N and (H^ of subgroups of H by :

N0 = N;H0 = H;

If JVf. is in Gj, then Nf-+1 is in GJ+1. Thus there are Nf and £Ty such that:
tfi=Ml} ;#,*{!};

#,+1 - jyy+1 - {1} .
By Lemma 2.2 above, Nk and Hk are all indecomposable, hence NI and Hj above
are infinite ^-central groups. Since NinHjdNnH is a finite group, G* =
(Nh Hjy clearly has the Morley rank > 2. It is also clear that G* is ^-central.
Thus we have proven that (2) holds under the assumption that there are two
mutually orthogonal strongly minimal types. We now assume that there is only
one strongly minimal type modulo orthogonality. Let p=tp(b/A)^S(A) be
a regular type and r^S(A\J {b}) a generic type. Let /=(fll-)l-<» be a Morley
sequence of r. We define the sequences (bi)i<toc:G9 and (pf)i<todS(AI)
by:

pi=tp(biIAI).
If for every regular^ there ispn with RM(/7W) = 1, then G is clearly ^-categorical.
So we assume there is pn with RM(pn)>2 and RM(pn+1)=Q. Then:
(an*bn) • bn1 e acl (^/)? hence
(^^J-ft^eaclC^U {flb, — ,^,-1,
Moreover an and Z?w are independent over A U {«03 '"> an-\}-

Hence,

U {a0, -, an^} U {a}) ,
whenever a A r f realizes the type r|(y4U {a0, 8 - ° , ^_ 1 })®j7 M |(>4U {«03 8 " 9 ^-i})Let a A J A e realize the type r\(A(J {aQ, -, ^_ 1 })®^ 2) |(^U -k, -, ^-i»Then we have
(a*d)«d~l = (a*e)*e~l, hence
(fl*(rf-1-e)) = rf-1-e.
Let C be the set {%eG: (x*(^~ le e))=J" l8 4- As * is an action, C is a
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definable group. Since C contains a generic element a over d~l*e, by the
connectedness of G, we have C=G. Hence if we set G* = {x^G: a*x=x,
for all a^G} G* is an *-central group. Moreover it contains d~l*e, hence
Thus (2) holds in this case.
We have the following corollaries:
Corollary 2.4. Let G be a connected nilpotent group of finite Morley rank.
Then G is ^-categorical if RM(Z(G)) = 1 .
Proof. Define a*b=a~lab>a. Then G is nilpotent if and only if it is
*-nilpotent. Note that each Gn=[G, G"-1] (n<o>) is connected. If Gn^p{l}
and Gn+1={l}, then Gn is an infinite group included in the center Z(G). By
Theorem 2.3, RM(Z(G))>2, unless G is Krcategorical. Hence RM(Z(G!)) = 1
implies that G is ^-categorical.
In the proof of Theorem 2.3, the condition that * is an action was necessary
only for proving that the set Ca = {x: x*a=a} is a group. Thus we have:
Corollary 2.5. Let Rbea non-^^categorical connected ring of finite Morley
rank. If R is nilpotent (Rn = R • • • R = (0)), then there is an ideal I of R such
that RM(/)>2 and £•/=().
Proof. For a,b^R, let a*b=a*b-{-b. Then each function a*x of x is
an endomorphism of R. (R, +) is *-nilpotent. Morever a*b=b iff a -b=Q,
hence Ca={x£=R: x*a=a} is a definable group. Now we can apply Theorem
2.3 to finish our proof.
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that G is a ^-solvable group of finite Morley rank.
Then:
(1) G is ^^categorical; or
(2) There is a definable ^-trivial subgroup G* of G with RM(G*)>2;
Proof. First suppose that G has two mutually orthogonal strongly minimal
types. Under this supposition, we prove that the case (2) above holds. Let
N and H be two infinite, connected, ^-normal subgroups of G with acl(W) f|
acl (H) C acl(0). Moreover we can assume that N and H are ^-trivial. W.l.o.g.
we can assume N and H are strongly minimal. For showing G*=N*H satisfies
the condition in (2), it is sufficient to show:
(3) (fl*6) =6, for all a e N and b e H ; and
(4) (fl*4) =b, for all a e # and
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By way of a contradiction, suppose that (3) is not the case. Let

= a)} .
Clearly N0 is a group. If NQ is infinite, then NQ=N, so (3) holds. Hence N0 is
a finite group. For a^N—NQ, let Ha be the group defined by:

Ha = {x^H: x*a = a} .
Ha is also a finite group. Now choose a non-algebraic element h^H.
be an arbitrary element in N—NQ and set b=h*a. Then the set

Let a

: x*a = b}
is included in h*Ha which is finite. Hence h is algebraic over {a, b}dN.
This is a contradiction, since we are assuming acl(7Vr)nacl(jyr)Cacl(0). Thus
(3) (and (4)) holds, and we have a group of Morley rank 2 which is ^-trivial.
Now consider the case when there is the unique generic type modulo orthogonality. The remainder of the present proof is almost identical with that of
Theorem 2.3. So we give only a sketch. Let I=(ai) be a Morley sequence of
atypej?. Define:

If every/? has b{ with RM(frj) = l, then G is unidimensional, hence K^categorical. So suppose that there is a rank 2 type p such that
(a*b)-b~l is algebraic, for every a A b realizing /?(2) .
Hence
(a*b)*b~~l = (d*b)*b~l, for every a A b A d realizing /?(2) .
Thus
x*y = y, for every x A y realizing r ,
where r is the type of a-6"1 for a A b realizing p(2\ (The Morley rank of r is
>2.) Let / be an infinite Morley sequence of r, and define:
X = {x<=G: Va<=I(x*a = a)} ;
Y = {a<=X: VxEEX(x*a=ci)} .
Then Tis an ^-trivial group of Morley rank > 2.
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